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Dear Readers,

I t is matter of great privi lege for me to be at the

helms of affairs and look with great satisfaction

and pride at the achievement of young

podarites. The school bel ieves in a blend of

traditions and modernity with a natural impetus

towards excellence. The present-day life is ful l

of challenges “realized with pain and problems”

and to cope up these challenges, the school

aims at proving holistic education widening our

horizon.

The school magazine is a platform where

students’ creativities get its acknowledgment.

We feel pride in introducing this issue of the

magazine focusing on theme- “Space”. The

students are presenting variety of activities

where their imaginations with added wings are

impressioned on the paper.

I am confident that wide range of activities at the

school wil l encourage you to explore the pages

of this "The QUIRO Mag" The Earth & Beyond.

Mr. Mohammed Raheem Ms. Anvayi Vaidya Mast. Ayaan Memon

Mr. Govinsai

Makwana

Ms. Priyanka Supekar
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SimilaKriss, come here. What is happening to the

tablet?" Joseph shouted to call Kriss in hurry. When Kriss

heard the call ing of Joseph ignoring it he asked,"What

happened? Why are you shouting l ike a mad?" Kriss asked

Joseph.

"The tablet had started.”Justifying himself Joseph said to kriss.

"Joseph, well it is here from about five to six years and kept

here because it is the last sign of our last dad and it is not

working from that time. Kriss explains Joseph.

“No,please come at once, requesting to Kriss. so kriss came

to Joseph and both saw that the tablet was getting active. I t was getting signals from somewhere and

suddenly a video call started of Kriss and Joseph with a creature which was completely green with

incl ined forehead long and uneven hands and legs with three fingers big eyes, they both were scared!

A voice came from tablet, "Hi I am Slappy in your language an Alien." "What an Alien!”both exclaimed.

"Don't worry l am your father's friend and of course yours also ."Ok but why are you talking with us?"

Your father had a wish that his childrens' would go to the tablet and he told me via this tab".

A spaceship came by taking them both it returned to space where they met the Alien. He welcomed

them in space and said “YOUR SPACE JOURNEY BEGINS!”then they sat in the spaceship which had

facil ities to survive.

They moved to space where they firstly saw earth then they moved towards the planet which contains

a large amount of iron in its surface and the largest mountain in the solar system is located on that

planet, Can you guess which is the mountain and planet ?

With this al l their journey end’s by travell ing to al l planet in milkyway galaxy but after that the

spaceship gets stopped because spaceship was destroyed by an asteroid! ! ! . . .

Master Hemant Gandhe

Grade: VIII C

he last wish of Father- Journey in Space with Alien...
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Arnav: Good morning, sir!
NeilArmstrong: Good morning!
Arnav: Let’s start the interview
with my first question, What
were your feelings on being the
first-person to step on the
moon?
Neil Armstrong: When I first
stepped on the moon, I felt that I
real ly achieved something. My
first words were “That’s one
small step for [a] man, one giant
leap for mankind.” These lines
were broadcasted to estimat 530
mil l ion viewers worldwide.
Arnav: Sir how did you join
NASA?
Neil Armstrong: I joined NASA
Astronaut Corps in the second
group, which was selected in
1 962.
Arnav: Did you spot any signs of
l ife on moon?
Neil Armstrong: I did not spot
any signs of l ife such as water,
oxygen, or agricultural soi l on
the moon.

Arnav: Can you describe the
appearance of earth from moon?
Neil Armstrong: our planet
looked completely blue and
because of that it is cal led a blue
planet.
Arnav: Did you try to jump on
the moon? How high was it?
Neil Armstrong: Yes, I tried it,
and it was very high! I wanted to
jump on the moon once again.
Arnav: That’s real ly childish and
I never saw you like that,
Anyway let’s move towards my
next question “What were your
other missions about the
space?”
Neil Armstrong: I t was my first
space fl ight, I was a command
pilot of Gemini8 in 1 960.This
mission was aborted after I used
some of my re-entry control fuel
to stabil ize a dangerous rol l
caused by a thruster.

Master Arnav Pakle
Grade: VII D

An Interviewwith an Alien

Interviewer : So Mr. Alien , welcome to our planet

Earth . How do you feel to be here ?

Alien: I feel great that I ’m the first creature of our

planet to come on Earth. Earth is a wonderful

planet with a lot of diversity in its creatures. I also l ike

the environment which is unl ike our planet.

Interviewer: How is the environment of your planet

Alien: I t is usually cold there as our planet is far

from the sun.

Interviewer: We would l ike to know more about your

l ifestyles and priorities.

Alien: Our lifestyle is quite simple, we don’t have

jobs and offices l ike you have. We just try to explore

as much as we can. We ourselves make our food

and distribute among ourselves.

Interviewer: I see! There is a lot of differences

between our l ife styles. What about your education?

Do you have schools and colleges l ike us ?

Alien: We don’t have schools and colleges but we

do have teachers who teach our children about

space.

Interviewer: Do you speak English as well ?

Alien: No, we don’t . We have a superpower by

which we can quickly adapt and learn the language

of the planet on which we are .

Interviewer:That’s interesting! What do you guys

eat ?

Alien: We enjoy raw food.

Interviewer: So my last and the most important

question Are you going to invade Earth ?

Alien: We don’t have any such intentions but I don’t

know why people on the Earth think so. We want to

become friends with al l the people on Earth and live

peaceful ly.

Miss Payaswini Pande
Grade: VIII C
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Space exploration, investigation, by means of

crewed and unscrewed spacecraft, of the reaches

of the universe beyond Earth’s atmosphere and

the use of the information so gained to increase

knowledge of the cosmos and benefit humanity. A

complete l ist of al l crewed spacefl ights, with

detai ls on each mission’s accomplishments and

crew, is available in the section Chronology of

crewed spacefl ights.

Humans have always looked at the heavens and

wondered about the nature of the objects seen in

the night sky. With the development of rockets and

the advances in electronics and other

technologies in the 20th century, it became

possible to send machines and animals and then

people above Earth’s atmosphere into outer

space. Well before technology made these

achievements possible, however, space

exploration had already captured the minds of

many people, not only aircraft pi lots and scientists

but also writers and artists.

The strong hold that space travel has always had

on the imagination may well explain why

professional astronauts and laypeople al ike

consent at their great peri l , in the words of Tom

Wolfe in The Right Stuff (1 979), to sit “on top of an

enormous Roman candle, such as a Redstone,

Atlas, Titan or Saturn rocket, and wait for

someone to l ight the fuse.” I t perhaps also

explains why space exploration has been a

common and enduring theme in l iterature and art.

As centuries of speculative fiction in books and

more recently in fi lms make clear, “one small step

for [a] man, one giant leap for mankind” was taken

by the human spirit many times and in many ways

before Neil Armstrong stamped humankind’s first

footprint on the Moon.

Master Arjun Bodhankar

Grade: X D

The mission made the first Asian Country to get to

the planet .china referred to India’s successful

Mangalyan as “Pride of Asia”. On November 23,

2008, the –ISRO chairman G.Madhvan Nair

acknowledged ISRO’s Mars Mission. Prime Minister

Manmohan Singh approved the project on August 3,

201 2.

What was the objective of Mangalyaan ?

India’s Mangalyaan Mission is aimed to study Martin

atmosphere . I ts objective is to explore Martin’s

surface feature ,mineralogy ,morphology and

atmosphere using indigenous scientific instruments.

Mars Orbiter Mission or Mangalyaan description:

MOM was launched abroad PSLVC-25. I t carried

850 kg fuel and camera [MCC] which it has been

using to study the Martin surface and atmosphere

since entering the orbit successful ly.

I t was tracked by Indian Deep Space Network

[IDSN] near Bangalore.

Cost of Mangalyaan:

ISRO spent $ 75 mil l ion to launch the mission

making it the least expensive Mars Mission to date.

Status of mangalyaan:

On September 28,201 8 MOM completed four years

in its orbit around Mars , although the designed

mission l ife was only six months . ISRO now plans to

develop and launch a fol low up mission called Mars

Orbiter Mission -2 or Mangalyaan- 2 in 2024.

Master Pranav Lungare

Grade: IX A
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NASA wants to find life on other planet

On July 1 2, 2022, NASA's James Webb

Telescope, released their first coloured image with

scientific researches with some explaination.

Research and analysis done by scientists and

astronomers are exceptional. James Webb

Telescope encountered the exoplanet known as

'TRAPIST-1 e' and its environment, it was

concluded the most worthy candidate for human

life to sustain. Only 40 light years (380 tri l l ion km)

away, it showed many characteristics l ike Earth.

Gravity on this planet is 93% similar to that of the

earth. Studies show that the surface of this planet is

made up of solid rocks and the temperature is in

'The Goldi locksZone'. Further this exoplanet wil l be

analysed and tested for humanities sustenance.

NGC 31 32. The set of photos sent by the James

Webb Telescope went viral in no time and amazed

mil l ions of people online. This was the beginning of

the era of this one of its kind telescope. This image

is of Southern Ring Nebula or NGC 31 32. In the

above image we can see 'Death of Star' which is

releasing clouds of gas and dusts. This is a

beautiful scenario to witness and it is only possible

through the efforts of NASA. This is an image

showing a pair of stars, one is young whereas

another is dying (one who made clouds). This

image is taken from the Near-Infrared Instrument or

NIRCAM, I t works on the The star dying is in the

final stage which is 'White Dwarf', this is the reason

why the the inner portion is lucent. Present in

Constel lation Vela, these stars are 2500 light years

or 22500 tri l l ion km away from Earth.This was one

of the 5 images released by James Webb

Telescope. We are not bound to only this, upcoming

discoveries are going to be more beautiful and

useful for humanity.

Master Ayan Memon
Grade: X A

At May 2022 Endurance Mission was

launched by the NASA , it was launched at Svalbard ,Norway to

Measure elerctric capacity of the earth. They also want to find out

why planet earth supports l ife, whereas other planets l ike mars and

venus do not. NASA captured Solar ecl ipse on the mars. Apri l , 2022

American Space Agensey NASA recently, due to the Pobos there

was a solar ecl ipse on the mars . NASA's preseverance Rover

captures video of solar eplipse . I t was happend when the big moon of

the mars (phobos), come front of the sun and the mars . Preverance

mars rover used its Mastcam-Z to shoot this video.

Master Aatish Lokade
Grade: VIII D

FIRST TELESCOPE OF ITS KIND

A brand New telescope (The
Gravitational-wave Optical Transient Observer)
(GOTO) will be the first to show colliding black
holes and neutron stars and find sources of
gravitational waves.
GOTO was developed by a team of researchers
sitting in Australian and British universities. The
robotic observatory consists of 1-6 separate 1-
6-inch telescopes clustered in two arrays,
which between them share 800 million pixels of
resolution, the researcher said in the statement.

The early gravitational wave detectection
in 2015, LIGO engineers have improved the
instrument's sensitivity and it is now expected
to detect gravitational waves from neutron star
mergers at distance of 522 million to 620
million light-years from Earth. Larger and more
violent events, such as the collisions and
mergers of black holes, should be visible to
LIGO at even greater distances.
If astronomer can locate Gravitational waves,
they could characterize the source, measure
their distance and study of their evolution.

Master Aditya Punjal
Grade: X A
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FIRST TELESCOPE OF ITS KIND



Theory in brief from big bang to black holes- By Stephen Hawkings

In this book the theory of Stephen Hawking is explained in detai l . This

book includes interesting topics such as :How universe had been formed

because of coll ision of two atoms, about the first galaxy 'GNz-1 1 ' shape

of the universe, how gravitational force led to the formation of black holes

that every galaxy had in its centre, about the structure of man made

satel l ites, conversion of solar radiation to chemical energy, loop holes,

time loop and some exciting theories about gravitational force .The book

became the best sel ler in 201 8.

Master Harshraj Adhav

Grade: VIII B

Krish" is a hilarious and immensely entertaining. I t is a sequel to the 2003 "Koi

mil gaya" the fi lm's stortel l ing style remains unblemished, with unexpected but

pleasant surprises throught the storyl ine.The fact that the fi lm takes place 20

years after "Koi mil gaya"and is sti l l set at an environment that looks exactly the

same is ignored. Rakesh Roshan has a keen sense of what entertains an

audience, his hard work is clearly seen for learning several new techniques and

implementing them as it was not an easy task.

Krish

Miss Swastika Patel

Grade: VII E



On July 20, 1 969 the unbelievable Misson was done by NASA, the first

step on the Moon. The craft's name was Apollo 1 1 .When Apollo 1 1 was in

the way Neil Armstrong shouted,"There is a big hole downside, launch

the craft beside it. " Craft was successful ly landing. Then the first step on

the Moon was of Neil Armstrong. Neil Armstrong took a sample of moon's

soil to study. On 24th July Apollo was successful to land on the earth.

Mission Mangal

Master Shaikh Anas

Grade: VII E

Mysteries of Space

Once I read a book related to space, there was all about

stars,planets,meteorites and so many things. Have you ever wondered what is

inside the earth, inside earth temp is too high hot,hotter and the hottest. How

can we forget about 'Jupiter' it has 53 named moons and another 26 awaiting

official names.The 'Earth's twin yes, it is 'Venus'. Thel 'red planet ' Mars, ice giant

is the Neptune and many planets.There are approximately 200 bil l ion tri l l ion

stars in the universe or to put it another way, 200 sexti l l ion.

200,000,000,000,000,000,000,000! it's real ly hard to imagine.

Miss Mahi Rathod

Grade: VII E



'Gazing at Space'

On a dark night, under a bright l imelight

I saw glossy balls, fused together with

invisible wires.

Oh! They were stars so far suspended

in space, figured out with a smiley face.

Now spotted our natural satel l ite which

shined bright and peeped out only in

night. Here I saw many other fel lows

toned with grey, brown, red and yellow.

They are companions of our earth

where we live and got birth.

I f you'l l get a chance, please glance at

the space, because - because it wil l

bring pleasing smile on your face

Miss Ojal Mangesh Kothari

Grade: IX C

'Space Plays '
Mercury is nearest to Sun

By seeing it we can have fun

Venus is Earth's twin Twinkles

l ike a space queen

Mars,the furious volcano home

Great god of Rome.

Jupiter is one eyed cyclop

Is dominant as tumbling rock

Saturn has impressive ring

Revolves l ike a space king

Uranus rotates from east to west

But l ives l ike he is the best

Neptune is the last from Sun

But receives l ight in proportion

Happy planets, Happy Sun

All are having a lot of fun

Master Dhruv Avchar

Grade: VI D'The Amazing Space '
Once little me asked my father,

What's in the space?;
He said it was nothing except the,

Moon and starts smil ing at my face.

But sti l l I had curiosity in my mind to hear;
What would be really going on,

Up, above there?

Are there spaceships in the space to find,
The lost al iens left behind?
Is the Earth flat or round?

Is there one more bigger sun whom the sun revolves around?

I heard my teacher once
Teaching about the moon's phases,

Or is it only the mischievous moon playing by making different faces?

So I decided to solve these mystery,
And study about the space's history.

So I wil l make a space trip
Where I wil l reach riding a space ship.

Miss Arushi Pastapure

Grade: VII E
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The shiny things at night ,

are the stars, which shine bright!

Huge ball of fire,

very dangerous to go near.

Mysterious mysteries are of space,

it's quite hard to travel to that place.

Would you like to go to space?

Astronauts the one who travel there

find out the mysteries, how and where?

Silvery Moon!

I see your face,

high in the sky, that's your place.

Most si lent place is the space,

where noise you'l l never face.

Miss Maahi Rathod

Grade: VII E

'Mysterious Space'

'The Darkness Up &
Down'

Dark, dark deeper than the eyes can find,

One could think that he is bl ind.

The game of moon and sun help,

Even the grass found in sea kelp.

The space is not just above,

I t is both up and down,

The excitement which is created by space,

I t is as same as sea made.

The surrounding is mysterious,

We just need to take it serious.

And then we could know more about space,

I t is as same as sea made.

We should know more about space,

I t is just a beautiful grace.

We can see infinite stars in the sky,

Just l ike twinkl ing gems in the Indian Bengal Bay.

We are just surrounded by mysterious things,

I t is just about our seriousness.

Miss Rashi Vyawahare

Grade: VIII B
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History ofSpace Exploration
We human beings have been venturing into space since October 4, 1 957, when the Union of Soviet Social ist Republics (U.S.S.R)

launched Sputnik, the first man-made satel l ite to orbit Earth. 4 years after on Apri l 1 2, 1 961 , Russian Lt. Yuri Gagarin became the

first human to orbit Earth in Vostok 1 .

We think that first l iving organism to reach space is human but the reality is the first l iving organism

to reach Space is Laika (dog). She was launched in Sputnik 2 on 3 November 1 957. Unfortunately

she died within hours from overheating caused by a failure of the central R-7 sustainer to separate

from the payload. The second most memorable and important day of space exploration history was

on 21 July 1 969, American astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first person to walk on Moon. He

landed on Moon with help of Eagle lunar module. The area where he landed is cal led the ‘Sea of

Tranquil ity’.

On Apri l 25, 1 990, the Hubble Space Telescope, named after Edwin Powell Hubble, was placed into

orbit by crew members of the space shuttle Discovery. The large reflecting telescope was a optical observatory ever to orbit

Earth, and the photographs it col lected ultimately revolutionized the field of astronomy.

The largest human-made thing which orbits earth is International Space Station (ISS). The space station is made of parts that

were assembled in space by astronauts. I t orbits Earth at an average altitude of approximately 250 miles. I t travels at 1 7,500 mph.

This means it orbits Earth every 90 minutes. Master Yadnesh Pawde Grade:VIII B

Space. . . The USSR sent Yuri Gagarin into space from Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan, in a Vostok spacecraft. He made a
single orbit of the Earth in 1 08 minutes, travell ing at more than 1 7,000 miles per hour. In 1 965, Russian cosmonaut Alexei Leonov
carried out the first-ever spacewalk from the two-manned Voskhod spacecraft. In 1 969 American Neil Armstrong became the first
man to set foot on the Moon. Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin spent two hours on the lunar surface, setting up observation equipment
and collecting rock samples. In 1 990 Hubble telescope was launched for pictorial information on celestial bodies. 1 998 was the
beginning year of the assembly of ISS. ( International space station). In the 1 980s, satel l ite communications expanded to carry
television programs. Home dish antennas were able to pick up the satel l ite signals. Astronomical satel l ites found new stars and
gave us a new view of the centre of our galaxy. The Present Space technology has enhanced so much that scientists can look
out of the solar system and into the universe and further understand this extraordinary concept of space. Space exploration has
helped scientists col lect data about celestial bodies, increased knowledge, served as indicators of national prestige and power,
enhanced national security and mil itary strength, and provided significant benefits to the general public. Although we have much
to explore, with advancing technology our future wil l be a world ful l of opportunities and scientific miracles.
What exactly is space? Space is the expanse that exists beyond the earth's atmosphere including celestial bodies such as the
sun, moon, planets, stars, black holes etc. I t is so vast that scientists have only discovered about 4% of it. Humans have been
trying to know more about it through space exploration. Space exploration is the investigation of outer space by science and
astronomy. Advancement in technology. Since old times we have always been curious about this endless spectrum in the night
sky. Humans have found many ways to glance into it. There has been immense advancement in technology in this area. In the
1 7th century, Gali leo Gall i discovered the Gali lean moons and the planets using his telescope. As more and more people began
to peek in the sky we found miracles. The first rocket. Dr Robert Hutchings Goddard (1 882-1 945), is regarded as the father of
modern rocket propulsion. His first l iquid fueled rocket, launched in Auburn, Massachusetts, on March 1 6, 1 926, rose 1 2.5 metres
(41 feet) and travelled 56 metres (1 84 feet) from its launching site. Major milestones. As the study of the use of rockets started
progressing, countries initiated significant operations for space exploration, which was a giant leap for humans. In 1 957 the soviet
union launched the first ever man-made satel l ite named Sputnik. In 1 959, Able, a female rhesus monkey, and Baker, a female
squirrel monkey, were launched into space by the US on a Jupiter missi le, becoming the first l iving creatures to survive a space
fl ight.
In 1 961 , The USSR sent Yuri Gagarin into space from Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan, in a Vostok spacecraft. He made a
single orbit of the Earth in 1 08 minutes, travell ing at more than 1 7,000 miles per hour. In 1 965, Russian cosmonaut Alexei Leonov
carried out the first-ever spacewalk from the two-manned Voskhod spacecraft. In 1 969 American Neil Armstrong became the first
man to set foot on the Moon. Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin spent two hours on the lunar surface, setting up observation equipment
and collecting rock samples. In 1 990 Hubble telescope was launched for pictorial information on celestial bodies. 1 998 was the
beginning year of the assembly of ISS. ( International space station). In the 1 980s, satel l ite communications expanded to carry
television programs. Home dish antennas were able to pick up the satel l ite signals. Astronomical satel l ites found new stars and
gave us a new view of the centre of our galaxy. The Present Space technology has enhanced so much that scientists can look
out of the solar system and into the universe and further understand this extraordinary concept of space. Space exploration has
helped scientists col lect data about celestial bodies, increased knowledge, served as indicators of national prestige and power,
enhanced national security and mil itary strength, and provided significant benefits to the general public. Although we have much
to explore, with advancing technology our future wil l be a world ful l of opportunities and scientific miracles.

Miss Vaidehi Naik
Grade: VIII B
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“Digital Photography” in Junior Skills Championship

"Beyond the Heal - Find Me" a book written by Grade IX Students

Miss. Shubdha Padwal and Miss.Tanvi Ingole

Ek Shaam Desh Ke Naam 2022 (Musical Night)
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